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2 out of 2 people find the following review helpful. A short book ThatSeems written by Tyler Durden Himself ..... If he wrote once ... By Charles T FranklinThis the book is something Tyler Durdenfrom Fight Club will write. It's a small argument in life with less fear and more power. On the surface, it's the idea behind each self-help book, but Julien's book
focuses more on why we booth to become an improved self. Julien argues that ourancestral psychology (flight vs. fear response), family, andsociety has conditioned us to listen to fear, regardless of what we are afraid of. His answer ... Feel scared and do it in any way. Julien is incapable of living with less fear and offers heart-like repertoire of Ferriss to help
guide the reader through the first steps. Although many of them are the same typical self-help spiel, Julien has a very unique spin of itthat that reminds me of stoicism and the philosophy behind Fight Club. I feel a little stronger because of it. The only downside is that other book excerpts have been included that erroneously forme conclusions. When the book
ends, I want to leave on the high note that Ifelt from reading. I do not want to read the excerpts for other books.6of 6 people find the following reviews useful. ACT Less, ReflectMoreBy HbarBy all means, take on the challenges that push yourboundaries. Do things that fall far outside your status quo. Get into situations that make you feel Flinch. But when you
feel the signs of The Flinch, don't just ignore the emotions. Stop, look around, try to figure out what is really making you uncomfortable. Why do you feel scared, uncertain, threatened? Pay attention to what you are feeling so that you can recognize it. Taking part of your brain's thought activities to automated responses that are often triggered when you feel
this way doesn't go through your behavior. I felt Flinch when I was looking for a small brewery very close to my lab last week. As I got closer to this place, I began to feel angina, I forgot a little nervousness, and I began to think that maybe I would try to find this place another day. Recognizing that I was starting to feel The Flinch, I continued to search the
brewery while thinking about what aspect of this situation had made me feeltense. Well, what if I get there and I can't find the tasting bar, or they don't have bottles of beer for sale, or I don't follow someprocedure to get what I want. The saleswoman would think I was an idiot. Is that what I'm afraid of? Some people I don't know who will never have a significant
impact in my life mightthink I'm a dolt because I do not know how to get a bottle of their beer? How can I go back when that's all that was kept meback? I found the brewery and bought some of their signature beer. That's decent. I fought through The Flinch and achieved my goal. Aspromised in this I was perfectly fine after going through the highly stimulating
ashort period. By thinking about why I felt The Flinch rather than simply using this experience tobuild up my resistance to its strength, I learned a bit about why I felt so in the first place. Recognizing and accepting the fact that I was feeling a little uncomfortable, provided a quickglimpse on the part of my thinking that I would not be able to reach by simply
thinking about the situation. Follow julien'sadvice and look for challenges that make you feel threatened, but progress a step further and try to figure out why you're reflinching. Hopefully you feel uncomfortable rooted in something more significant and more important than the fear that some strangers may think you are a fool.2 of 2 people find the following
reviews useful. Become the master of doubt yourself. By bikewreckerBoughtthis book yesterday after listening to Bulletproof Exec.podcast, where Dave Aspery interviewed the author. It took me about an hour to read the whole thing despite the fact that I was anextremely slow to read. Before reading it, I read a lot of thereviews that seemed almost all to be
either 5 stars or 1 star. Dealing with many 1-star reviews, I have not found this book repeated at all; It was however, very through as to get the author of pointingrained in your head. Also access to the 1 star reviews I have not found the author's writing lacking in skill. He used a lot of great metaphors to get his point across while keeping bookinteresting. This
book gives you a great view of your fears about doing things efficiently but harmlessly. It gives this ridiculous fear the name of The Flinch. For a lot of people, just putting a name on something can help a lot. But theauthor goes further and gives you little exercise to do to consciously face the flinch so you can practice being in control of the flinch instead of the
other way around. He noted that flinch is for a reason, and it is actually useful in life-threatening situations; however, with our current safe society, it takes our first world problem and blows them out of proportion, treating them like they are life-threatening when they are not. He did not suggest taking unnecessary risks that could actually damage himself i
cannot be repaired, as that is the proper purpose of flinch. Instead, he wants you to take risks that are, in the long run, actually quite harmless and can actually be beneficial. You are supposed to look at the risks as to what has to take vs.what has to be achieved. The flinch focuses on what will be lost, time, money, energy, can be humiliated, but if you
snuffthe the flinch, and yes chances anyway, you will either be one: fail and have to deal with a non-life threatening inconvenience or b: reap the benefits of taking risks. Either way, you'll see thatflinching before you've even taken any action, dynamic, really the worst part. Even if you fail. Because not taking risks in the first place is really the only real way to
fail. I found this book to betruly useful and planned to combine this philosophy into my own life. What I have learned from this book will help me expand mycomfort range, to push through my self-doubt, and hopefully change my personality for the better. If you read it and absolutely hate it, what have you lost? $0.00 and an hour of your spare time. What do
you have to achieve? A life-changing perspective can make you a better, happier and more successful person. Please, face discouragement. If you like this book, I'll also be the War of Art's Steven Pressfield as they include similargrounds. The Flinch focuses more on life in general. The War ofArt focuses more on getting your work done by fighting the
Resistance, which is exactly the same thing as the ininchy flinch areas of work ethics. Great product. Thank you theauthor/publishing house/anyone who has been involved for bringing this book up forfree to poor, college kids like me who can use it to help betterthemselves. I want you to meet someone I appreciate and admire. His name is Julien Smith. I've
been watching his work for years. He updates his blog in stormy bursts of creativity, intensity and sharp razor insight – often writing about how this Titanic Internet affects how we feel and interact with the world. He is the co-host (with other whip-smart folk) on a podcast that, at its core, explores topics about how we communicate online. Well beyond the social
media nerdsphere, he is known as the New York Times best-selling co-author of Agent Trust, the most re resonance book on online relationship building I've ever read. But Julien is not social media™. He always gets smarter, and always soars higher, than the buzzword-squawking parrots. Julien seems striving for authenticity in almost everything he does.
This is a man who does not have the patience to make excuses, and even less for. He's not an angry man. He's honest - honestly in a way that cuts through the faint, blubbering excuses a lot of us use to justification basic dissatisfaction in our lives. Which brings me to mind-wracking anxiety and discomfort... and The Flinch.The Flinch is Julien's new ebook. It
was released yesterday at Amazon. Flinch is a quick reader; You will tear through it for an hour or so. And it's free, and always will be. Go to Amazon and get your copy Now. I know you didn't click that link. You're still here. That's great. But knowing that what I said next, I said with absolute certainty: You need to read this book. I am confident in making that
statement because I need to read this book. See, I'm obsessed and imprisoned by what Julien calls discouragement -- self-preservation flying instincts in the famous war or flight equation. fly. Rub: You're obsessed with flinch, too. Julien explains: The flinch is your real opponent, and information won't help you fight it. It's behind every unhappy marriage,
every hidden sin, and every unfinished life. Behind the flinch is avoiding pain, and dealing with pain requires strength you may not think you have. ... Behind every action you can't do, fear of flinch is there, like a puppet master, steering you off course. Everyone is obsessed with discouragement. It's a response that will return old memories and haunt you with
them, Julien writes. It squeezes your chest and makes you want to run. It does whatever it has to do to prevent you from moving forward. ... Either way, discouragement is there to support the status quo. Can you count exactly the time in your life when that chest-tightening fear overwhelms your desire to change – to rise beyond the doldrums of Status Quo? I
can't. Hell, I can't count exactly the circumstances in my current daily life. Oh, all I have to do! Oh, all the things I procrastinate because I know exactly what to say to myself to justification my fear of cowardly immersion. When I stopped squinting and honestly checked my life, I found that I was surrounded by flinch. I bet when you stop squinting, you'll see
flinch everywhere too. Julien's thoughtful, zero-bullshit, check of this fear is well worth downloading and reading. The fact that he was able to give such a powerful force a name immediately realized was worthy of your peepers, too. But let's not kid ourselves: Naming a fear makes it easier to identify and discuss... but calling something flinch does not provide
much backbone in overcoming it. Thankfully, that's what the rest of Julien's ebook is about. I dare not reveal the steps Julien proposed to solve and rise above the primitive fear of flinch ... or simple but re revelation homework exercises that he provides to the reader. It's stuff, you can easily explore on your own. However, I would promise that by reading The
Flinch, you will learn something about yourself... and you can see that you have more gumption than you ever imagined. Flinch is not a brutal book, but it challenges you to toughen up, glare at your inner rivals, and step into a boxing ring to take care of some damn serious work. As Julien writes: In a fight, there is a fundamental difference between boxers and
everyone else. Those who have been trained are different. If you hit them, they don't flinch. It takes practice to get there, but if you want to fight, you have no choice. That's the only way to win. That's why you have to be brave, and the anxiety and discomfort of the mind -- the slacking. That's why you need to read this book.---J.C. book.---J.C. J.C. book.
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